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One week, one cabinetmaker
 

Mathieu Criaerd (vers 1689-1776)
 

After Charles Cressent, we have the pleasure to make you discover another

outstanding cabinetmaker. The name of Mathieu Criaerd is nowadays often

linked to the renowned chest of drawers in blue and white lacquer,

delivered to Madame de Mailly and preserved at the Musée du Louvre. But

did you know that just like Cressent, he refused to abandon the frieze

marquetry, or furthermore that he was so loyal to certain models of bronze

to the point that they were associated to his production.

Mathieu Criaerd (vers 1689-1776)
 

Born in 1689, Mathieu Criaerd is from a cabinetmaker dynasty of Flemish

origin. He settled down in Paris, rue Traversière before being received as

Mater in 1738, at the old age of 49 years old. He collaborated with

the marchand mercier Thomas Joachim Hébert (1687-1773), who supplied the

Royal family and from who he received an order in 1742 for a chest of

drawers destined for Madame de Mailly at the château de Choisy, which

permitted him to access to a prestigious clientele from the Court such as the

Dauphin and the marquise of Pompadour. He thus worked for the

cabinetmaker of the King, Antoine-Robert Gaudreaus (1680-1746) and his

successor Gilles Joubert (1689-1775), who delegated their commissions. 

Mathieu Criaerd is renowned for the preciosity of his pieces of furniture,

using mainly Far East lacquer in veneer or in European lacquer and

backgrounds in point of diamond marquetry. His works distinguish also by

the frequent use pf same models of bronzes which were supplied by

the marchand mercier Hébert. 

Criaerd interrupted his activity in 1767 after the decease of his wife. He

transferred the workshop to one of his sons Sébastien-Mathieu (1732-1796),

which dedicated only to the selling, giving up the creative activity of his

father. His elder son, Antoine-Mathieu (1724-1787) established just like his

father as a cabinetmaker but worked independently of him and pursued a

humbler career. Mathieu Criaerd died in 1776.

 

Mathieu Criaerd, a cabinetmaker close to
the marchand mercier

The collaboration with the marchand mercier Hébert was the occasion for

Mathieu Criaerd to deliver furniture to the Royal family members and the

Court, in particular for the châteaux de Versailles and de Choisy. 

 

Mathieu Criaerd (vers 1689-1776), Chest of drawers in vernis Martin for Madame de Mailly

at Choisy, 1742, Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA11292)

In 1742, Mathieu Criaerd created a set of furniture embellished with blue and

white vernis Martin. The Countess of Mailly, mistress of the King Louis XV,

had woven a blue and white shot silk, which garnished the chamber of the

château de Choisy, residence recently acquired by the King in 1739. To be

matched with the silk, the furniture was commissioned to the marchand

mercier Hébert, who imagined them recovered of a blue and white motif

vernis Martin and gave the execution to Criaerd. The chest of drawers was

delivered the 30thof October 1742. The composition with flowers and birds

motif in the centre of rocaille frameworks is underlined by twisted bronzes,

which have the rare particularity of being silvered. Alas, the Countess was

disgraced in November 1742 and little enjoyed her new chest of drawers,

which did not prevent the following January the delivery of matching corner

cupboards in the same décor, with again silvered bronzes. A writing table

accompanied this set but is not preserved.

 

Mathieu Criaerd, Chest of drawers for the retreat cabinet of the Dauphin at Versailles, 1748,
château de Versailles (inv. V4948)

Few years after delivering the set in vernis Martin for the Countess of Mailly,

Mathieu Criaerd received an order by Hébert for a chest of drawers for the

retreat cabinet of the Dauphin at Versailles. Embellished with a composition

of bronzes similar to the previous one, the one of the Dauphin is covered of

a frieze marquetry veneer.  This technique consists in veneering only few

wood species like here the kingwood, the amaranth and the satiné.Playing

with the arrangements and the veinings, geometrical shapes are obtained as

the diamond points décor in this chest of drawers. This technique and this

motif are particular to. Criaerd.

 

The production of Mathieu Criaerd: from
the diamond points motif to the lacquers

Today, the majority of the pieces of furniture stamped by Mathieu Criaerd

are chest of drawers or tables. This ascertainment is confirmed by the

inventory of his workshop made after the death of his wife in 1767; the chest

of drawers constitutes half of his stock. In the end of the 1760s, while

the rocaille and the curved shapes are starting to be replaced by the new

neoclassical style, Criaerd maintained the production of furniture with

curvatures and rocaille ornaments characteristic of the Louis XV period. 

 

The frieze marquetry in diamond point

Mathieu Criaerd, unlike the usage of his time, did not create floral

compositions but customarily worked the wood in frieze. This technique of

marquetry is only rarely applied by Criaerd, preferring simple compositions

in a twisted framework, valuing then the work of the wood in frieze for the

backgrounds. In contrast with the cabinetmaker Charles Cressent, who

favoured the frieze marquetry to underline his bronzes, Mathieu Criaerd

employed this technique to develop a motif, which will then become

characteristic of his style, the diamond point. Far from being old-fashioned

by his rejection of the floral or scene marquetry, Criaerd acts here as a

precursor, anticipating the cubes without background of Jean-François

Œben (1721-1763) or the mosaics of Jean-Henri Riesener (1734-1806).

 

Easily recognizable bronzes 

The furniture of Mathieu Criaerd is characterised by the usage of the same

models of bronze, both in the ornaments of the front and the falls, which is

probably due to the collaboration with the marchand mercier Hébert, who

provided him with the models. The latter are indeed also present in the

works of Bernard II Van Risen Burgh said B.V.R.B, who worked also for

Hébert.

The front of the chest of drawers created by Criaerd presents a model of

bronze characteristic of the rocaille, at the peak of its notoriety in the 1730s-

1740s. All in curves and counter-curves, this model represents a cartouche in

a violon-shape, punctuating the three parts of the front. Their origin can be

traced back to the lacquer chest of drawers executed in 1737 by B.V.R.B. for

the Queen Marie Leszczynska at Fontainebleau. 

 

Mathieu Criaerd ( vers 1689-1776), Chest of

drawers in polychromic lacquer (detail of the

fall with three holes), circa1745-1750, Paris,

Musée du Louvre (inv. OA10456)

Mathieu Criaerd (vers 1689-1776), Corner

cupboard in lacquer (detail of the fall with

pierced rocaille), 1743, Paris, Musée du

Louvre (inv. OA9533)

Mathieu Criaerd (vers 1689-1776), Chest of drawers with a diamond point marquetry (detail of the

fall in a S-shape), half of the 18th century, Galerie Léage

The falls of the bronzes employed by Criaerd can be distributed in four

types. The first shape presents a narrow rocaille cartouche pierced of three

holes. The second shape is a composition of pierced rocaille surmounted by

a shell. The third one is composed of a big, gutted cartouche and the fourth

is a plain S shape. These different bronzes can be found on chest of drawers

as well as on desks. 

 

The usage of lacquer

The idea of veneering furniture with oriental lacquer might be certainly

attributed to the marchand mercier Hébert. He is at the origin of the chest of

drawers delivered for the Queen at the château de Fontainebleau in 1737,

first piece in the history of French furniture to have been embellished with

an oriental lacquer and was executed by B.V.R.B. Due to the high value of

these lacquer pieces, they were mainly bought by merchants who then

supplied this panels only to cabinetmakers able to set them perfectly.

Mathieu Criaerd thus approached Hébert, who provided him with models

and materials, including lacquer panels, as we can see in the Musée du

Louvre with polychromic lacquer.

 

Mathieu Criaerd (vers 1689-1776), Chest of drawers in polychromic lacquer, circa 1745-

1750), Paris, Musée du Louvre (inv. OA10456)

The vernis Martin

In order to imitate Asian lacquer pieces, a technique with a varnished and

polished oil base was invented. the Martin brothers figure within the most

excellent Parisian varnishers to the point of giving their name to the

technique. All of the furniture created by Criaerd for the Countess of Mailly

in 1742 were of a great modernity because the décor did not imitate

identically those of Far East lacquer pieces but represented rather a

European décor in an orientalistic inspiration, manner already employed on

woodworks and carriages. On the contrary, Criaerd could also take on

the vernis Martin in the imitation of Chinese lacquer with black background.

 

Le focus de la galerie

Mathieu Criaerd (vers 1689-1776), Corner cupboard for the château de Choisy, 1743,

former collection Galerie Léage

 

This very beautiful corner cupboard has a mark of the Garde-Meuble de la

Couronne, the n°1234 corresponds to a delivery on the 23rd of March 1743 for

the château de Choisy. Stamped by Mathieu Criaerd and Guillaume

Benneman, it was delivered by Antoine-Robert Gaudreaus for the new

apartments of the first floor of the castle, which make it a contemporary

furniture with the set for Madame de Mailly, delivered for the same

residence.

It presents a frieze marquetry in a point of diamond shape wich can be

compared to the chest of drawers delivered five years later for the Dauphin

at Versailles. The specific bronzes are indeed very similar. In 1791, they were

restored by Guillaume Benneman, who then apposed his stamp.

Mathieu Criaerd stayed reknowned to have delivered one of the chest of

drawers the most orginal of the 18th century. Using the same model of

bronzes, he stayed loyal to the frieze marquetry in diamond point. This

regular manner of arranging the wood veneers to form backgrounds was

then pursued by the cabinetmaker Jean-François Œben.

 

Mathieu Criaerd stayed reknowned to have delivered one of the chest of

drawers the most orginal of the 18th century. Using the same model of

bronzes, he stayed loyal to the frieze marquetry in diamond point. This

regular manner of arranging the wood veneers to form backgrounds was

then pursued by the cabinetmaker Jean-François Œben.

We will see us again next week, to discover this cabinetmaker!

In anticipation of our next reunion, you can discover our new selection of

objects Young Collectors on our website: 

https://www.francoisleage-youngcollectors.com 

Find us on Instagram to follow our news !
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